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ABSTRACT
The digitalization of automation engineering generates large quan-
tities of engineering data that is interlinked in knowledge graphs.
Classifying and clustering subgraphs according to their functional-
ity is useful to discover functionally equivalent engineering artifacts
that exhibit different graph structures. This paper presents a new
graph learning algorithm designed to classify engineering data ar-
tifacts – represented in the form of graphs – according to their
structure and neighborhood features. Our Structural Graph Con-
volutional Neural Network (SGCNN) is capable of learning graphs
and subgraphs with a novel graph invariant convolution kernel
and downsampling/pooling algorithm. On a realistic engineering-
related dataset, we show that SGCNN is capable of achieving ≈91%
classification accuracy.
KEYWORDS
Engineering, Knowledge Graphs, Graph Learning, Graph Convolu-
tional Neural Networks
1 INTRODUCTION
The engineering of a complex system is a lengthy and complex
process that generates a very large, continuous, and asymmetric in-
flux of data. Automation engineering refers to the design, creation,
development and management of production systems in factories,
process plants, and supply chains that realize the production of prod-
ucts. The future of automation engineering relies on the digitaliza-
tion of the engineering process such that all engineering data from
the product and its production system is captured and interlinked.
Based on the recent successes of knowledge graphs for knowledge
representation in search [9, 24] and social networks [5, 7], compa-
nies are exploring new knowledge graph architectures. The key
advantage of knowledge graphs is that they inherently preserve the
structure and semantics of the data. Machine learning on graphs
opens new possibilities to discover unknown and unexpected re-
lationships among entities. Ultimately, graph learning systems in
engineering attempt to make engineering easy by creating artificial
intelligent assistants to co-create with human experts.
Automation engineering data consists of specifications of the
product and the production system from different viewpoints such
as mechanical, electrical, control, process, manufacturing, defects,
∗This work was performed while these authors were at Siemens.
and service. Domain-specific tools such as requirements manage-
ment (RM), computer-aided design (CAD), computer-aided engi-
neering (CAE), and computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) exist
to simplify the engineering process and provide interoperability
between the different engineering phases and disciplines. Most of
these tools organize engineering data in hierarchies such as bill of
materials (BOM) and bill of process (BOP), and directed graphs such
as requirements, architecture, simulation, control, and software
models. A product lifecycle management (PLM) system is typically
used to interlink all this data into a large “graph”. However, there
are three main technical problems with existing engineering graphs:
(1) sparsity: within subgraphs (e.g., a CAD assembly with few parts)
and across subgraphs (e.g., not all requirements-CAD relationships
are available); (2) labeling: although many labels exist (e.g., names,
authors, timestamps), these are not consistent and not unique (e.g.,
two different engineers may name the same thing differently); (3)
non-Euclidean: learning on engineering data in the form of graphs,
manifolds, and point clouds requires new algorithms and learning
architectures suitable for these domains.
Functional lifting refers to the process of inferring the function-
ality of a system from its detailed engineering specifications such
as its configuration, code, hybrid equations, geometry, and sensor
data. Specifically, a functional model uses high-level modeling ab-
stractions to represent the purpose of systems or subsystems [10].
Today, functional lifting is done manually by engineering experts.
This paper introduces a semi-supervised approach to functional
lifting by casting the problem to a structure clustering problem in a
knowledge graph. Given a set of subgraphs labeled with functional
information examples by domain experts, we train a predictor that
learns the structural properties of the subgraphs and is able to clas-
sify these into the known labels. The inference consists of finding
the functional score of never seen before subgraphs based on their
structural properties. This new capability opens up possibilities for
finding functionally equivalent components in product families. It
also enables knowledge transfer between different products with a
digital thread/trail (e.g., from legacy to under development) under
the observation that despite the different components/subsystems,
different platforms provide similar functionality.
In this paper, we propose a Structured Graph Convolutional
Neural Network (SGCNN) that is able to perform graph invariant
learning tasks at a graph and subgraph level. The proposed SGCNN
is used to automate the functional lifting task from engineering
data. The major contributions of SGCNN are as follows:
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Figure 1: SGCNN Architecture
• A new path-based neighbor nodes aggregation method that
aggregates information from neighbor nodes onto subgraphs
for downstream learning.
• The SGCNN architecture capable of learning at a graph and
subgraph level.
• A novel subgraph convolution kernel for graph invariant
convolution operations at a graph and subgraph level.
• A new downsampling and pooling algorithm based on the
local structure of the subgraph.
The rest of the paper is organized in six sections. Section 2 de-
scribes the recent related work in graph learning. Section 3 presents
the SGCNN architecture and the proposed structural graph learning
algorithms. Section 4 presents the methodology we used to create a
representative engineering dataset. Section 5 evaluates the SGCNN
architecture performance. Section 6 discusses potential variations
of the SGCNN architecture not covered in this paper. And Section 7
provides the concluding remarks.
2 RELATEDWORK - GRAPH LEARNING
Recently, researchers have made significant breakthroughs in apply-
ing convolutional neural networks (CNN) to non-Euclidean struc-
tured data such as graphs and manifolds [2, 4, 8, 13, 15, 16, 19, 21].
There are two main approaches to CNN on graphs. One is based
on spectral domain analysis, the other is based on spatial/vertex
domain analysis. In [8, 16], a Fourier transformation on graphs
is proposed to project the high dimension signals, which lives on
the vertex of the graph, to low dimension space constructed by
the eigenbasis of the graph Laplacian operator [6]. However, the
spectral domain approach has a major limitation: it is not graph
invariant. This is because all the spectral domain approaches rely
on the Laplacian matrix of the graph. In other words, the Fourier
transform on different graph will be different (due to the eigen-
vectors of Laplacian matrix being graph-dependent), thus a CNN
trained for one graph cannot be applied on another one.
On the other hand, most of the vertex domain approaches are
based on the aggregation of the neighborhood information for ev-
ery node in the graph [12, 14, 20], thus they are graph invariant. For
example, in the recent GraphSAGE work [14], the authors propose
to train a function to sample and aggregate a node’s local neighbor-
hood to the center node. In this work, the samples are generated in
a breadth-first search manner. Several other researchers have fol-
lowed a similar approach but with distinct sampling methods. For
example, [12] proposed a factor to tune the sampling ratio between
breadth-first search and depth-first search. The vertex domain ap-
proach has shown the effectiveness on node-level clustering and
classification. However, it also has the limitation that it only works
at the node-level. In many real-world engineering problems it is
useful to cluster or classify a whole graph or subgraphs instead of
a single node.
In addition to CNN on graphs, graph kernels have been used in
structure mining to measure the similarity of pairs of graphs [22].
Although graph kernels can be used to classify or cluster graphs
and subgraphs, they only consider the structure similarity between
pairs of graphs. In the engineering domain, it is rarely the case
that two different structures are represented by the same graph.
For example, an electric car and an internal combustion engine car
have different drivetrain structures (graphs) but they provide the
same function.
2
3 STRUCTURAL GRAPH CONVOLUTIONAL
NEURAL NETWORKS
We define a graph as G = (V, E), where V is the set of vertices
and E is the set of edges. The graph edges can be weighted and
directed. However, for simplicity, this paper only considers un-
weighted graphs. For each vi ∈ V , we define the features to be fi .
Features are typically vectors in some higher-dimensional vector
space. We define the adjacency matrix of G to be A¯. A subgraph is
defined as Gs = (Vs , Es ), whereVs ⊆ V and Es ⊆ E.
The SGCNN architecture is shown in Figure 1. A schema is a
user-defined query [23] that induces different subgraphs from the
input graph. The SGCNN architecture has three major components
(highlighted in Figure 1): (1) Neighbor Nodes Aggregation, (2) Sub-
graph Convolution Kernel, and (3) Graph Pooling. The Neighbor
Nodes Aggregation component implements a path-based artificial
neural network to aggregate the neighbor nodes information into
the target subgraph specified by the schema. The Subgraph Con-
volution Kernel implements a graph invariant CNN on the target
subgraph to extract the subgraph’s feature vectors. The Graph Pool-
ing implements a pooling operation to form deep structures in the
SGCNN. The details are presented in the following subsections.
3.1 Attribute Embedding
The main task of the SGCNN is to learn structure. However, node
and edge attributes provide additional information to the learning
pipeline. To embed this information in the subgraph we convert
node attributes such as descriptions, titles, comments to a vector
space using word2vec [17]. From these embeddings, we generate
feature vectors that are used to form the attribute matrix described
in Section 3.3.1.
3.2 Neighbor Nodes Aggregation
Similar to the vertex domain approach in [14], given a graph G,
the SGCNN aggregates the neighbor nodes features of the target
subgraph Gt = (Vt , Et ). Our Neighbor Nodes Aggregation Layer,
laд , serves as hidden layers in the SGCNN and uses both the breadth
first search and depth first search to collect neighbor nodes in the
graph. We define two parameters: d as the depth to search, and n
as the number of paths to be computed.
Various other methods for context generation have been pro-
posed. For instance, random walks of a certain length starting at a
node provide a notion of context of a node. There is a balance be-
tween ‘local’ and ‘non-local’ context generation, commonly referred
to as ‘depth-first’ versus ‘breadth-first.’ Neighborhoods provide a
breadth-first method of context sampling, while random walks pro-
vide more depth. The creators of the node2vec [12] node embedding
method provide a balanced approach for depth and breadth in con-
text generation. They use a random walk, biased by two parameters
p and q where roughly speaking, a large p biases the walk to go
‘away from home,’ while a large q warns the walker of venturing
not too far out into the graph.
For allvi ∈ Vt , we search G to find all length d paths Pdi , which
includesvi , but doesn’t include any other nodes inVt . Then we get
all the length d neighbor paths of Gt as Pd = {Pd0 Pd1 , ...}. From
Pd , we randomly select s paths (i.e., we uniformly draw s samples),
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Figure 2: Neighbor Nodes Aggregation Example: the yellow
node is a simple representation of a subgraph Gt ; blue nodes
represent length 5 paths; green nodes represents length 4
paths.
where s is an input parameter, and use each path as a row to form
a neighbor feature matrix N¯ . Thus N¯ is a n by d matrix with each
element being a feature vector of a neighbor node. An example
of this step is shown in Figure 2. Notice that when the number of
paths found in Pd is smaller than n, Pd can be padded to make N¯
with at least n number of rows/paths.
The next task is to extract feature vectors from N¯ to generate
the output of this layer. As discussed in [14], the non-Euclidean
data such as graphs has no natural ordering. Thus, the feature
extraction needs to be applied over an unordered set of paths. In
other words, the rows of matrix N¯ can be arbitrarily exchanged,
and the extracted features should remain unchanged. In this paper,
we first apply a general 1-D convolution operation with a trainable
1 by d weight matrixW¯ on N¯ . As a second step, we use a symmetric
pooling function to extract the neighbor nodes feature vectors xn
as follows:
xn = σ (fpool (W¯ ⊛ N¯ ) + b) (1)
Where, b is a bias variable, σ is an activation function (e.g. ReLU
function), and fpool is a pooling function which is invariant to
permutations of rows in N¯ . For example, fpool can be a mean
operator over all elements in the matrix, or over all the rows in
the matrix. Similarly, fpool can also be a max operator as well.
We expect that different fpool functions/operators may be suitable
in different domains, and thus it can be a configurable parameter
during the training process.
Notice that we can aggregate paths with different lengths. For
example, as shown in Figure 2, features from both length 5 and
length 4 paths are extracted. In general, we extract features from
paths with lengths {d1,d2,d3, ...,dk } as {xd1,xd2,xd3, ...,xdk }. A
pooling function f dpool can also be applied to reduce the dimensions
of extracted features as:
xn = f
d
pool ({xd1,xd2,xd3, ...,xdk }) (2)
Finally, we aggregate xn to Gt by concatenating all the feature
vectors ofvi ∈ Vt as xaдд = {xi ,xn }. Algorithm 1 summarizes our
Neighbor Nodes Aggregation process.
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Algorithm 1: Neighbor Node Aggregation.
Input: An input Graph: G
Input: A schema for query: Schema
Input: A list of depth to search: D = d1, d2, ..., dn
Input: A list of sample numbers per depth: S = s1, s2, ..., sn
Output: A feature vector: xn
1 Query G with Schema to generate subgraphs Gt
2 foreach di ∈ D do
3 foreach vj ∈ Vt do
4 Find all length di paths P
di
j
5 Remove paths containing nodes in Vt from Pdij
6 Add Pdij into P
di
7 Construct N¯ by randomly selecting si paths from Pdi
8 Extract feature xdi from N¯
9 xn = f dpool (xd1, xd1, ..., xdn )
10 return xn
3.3 SGCNN Layers
SGCNN can be stacked in layers as shown in Figure 3. Each SGCNN
layer consists of four subcomponents: (a) Subgraph Convolution
Kernel, (b) Graph Pooling, (c) 2D Convolution on Adjacency Matrix,
and (d) non-linear activation. The following subsections present
each of these subcomponents.
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3.3.1 Subgraph Convolution Kernel. The task of the Subgraph
Convolution Kernel is to extract feature vectors from the graph
or subgraph. First, we define the attribute matrix of a graph or
subgraph as follows. Given a target graph G with n number of
vertices, the list of feature vectors X is provided by listing – in
any order – all the feature vectors xi that exist in vi ∈ V . Then,
we repeat X by n times to form the feature matrix X¯ with each
row being X. With the adjacency matrix A¯, we define the attribute
matrix A¯r of G as the Hadamard Product between X¯ and A¯ + I¯ as
follows:
A¯r = X¯ ◦ (A¯ + I¯ ) (3)
where I¯ is the identity matrix. For the purpose of maintaining
the feature vectors of every vertex without losing their own infor-
mation [16], we add a self-loop to each node by the addition of
I¯ . Notice that although this paper focuses on unweighted graphs,
we can easily support weighted graphs by applying a weighted
adjacency matrix A¯. An example of attribute matrix is shown in
Figure 4.
X1    X2  Xn-1 Xn
X1    X2  Xn-1 Xn
X1    X2  Xn-1 Xn
X1    X2  Xn-1 Xn
... ... ... ...
1   1     1   0
1   1     0   0
1   1     1   0
0   0     0   1
... ... ... ...
X1    X2  Xn-1 0
0      0    0    Xn
X1    X2  0     0
X1    X2  Xn-1 0
... ... ... ...
Figure 4: Attribute Matrix Example
Taking A¯r as the input for the graph convolution operation, we
define a graph convolution kernel to be a k by k weight matrix W¯ k .
Then, we apply the convolution between W¯ k and A¯r . However,
different from a grid-structured 2D convolution between matrices
(for which the kernel will slide following a top-down, left to right
order), we propose a new definition of the convolution operation
in a graph data structure.
Algorithm 2: Graph Convolution Kernel.
Input: An input graph: G with n vertices
Input: A convolution kernel: W¯ k
Input: Sample size: s
Output: An output feature graph: G′
1 Generate adjacency matrix A¯ from G
2 Using the same vertices order to generate list of features X
3 Create feature matrix X¯ with n rows, and each row being X
4 A¯r = X¯ ◦ (A¯ + I¯ )
5 m =
(n
k
)
6 CombList = Enumerating choice of n − k elements from 1, 2, ..., n
7 foreach comb ∈ CombList do
8 A¯r comb = remove rows and columns list in cand from A¯r
9 Add A¯r comb into CandList
10 ifm > s then
11 Down-sample CandList to s elements
12 else ifm < s then
13 Pad CandList to s elements
14 foreach cand ∈ CandList do
15 xk = W¯ k ⊛ cand + b
16 Add new vertex vk into G′
17 Add feature vector xk on vk
18 Connect vk based on cand ’s connection in G
19 return G′
Since each row or column in A¯r is actually corresponding to
a vertex in Gt , removing the i row and i column is equivalent to
removing the vertex i from Gt . Assuming that n is bigger than k ,
we propose to remove n − k number of vertex from Gt , and the left
over subgraph has a new k by k attribute matrix A¯rk . And there
is
(n
k
)
number of possible A¯rk . However, the complexity of this
operation will be O
(n
k
)
, which is not practical. To relax it, instead
of considering all possibilities, we only pick s number of A¯rk as a
convolution candidate. Thus reducing the complexity to O(s). We
achieve this by using a pooling/down-sampling operation (details
in Section 3.3.2).
3.3.2 Graph Pooling Algorithm. One of the challenges in con-
structing deep structures for SGCNN is managing the number of
4
kernels in each of the layers. As mentioned earlier, the combina-
tions of all possible convolution candidates is large O
(n
k
)
. Where
n is the number of nodes in the subgraph and k is the kernel size.
Hence, it becomes computationally infeasible to construct deeper
SGCNN layers without performing pooling. To overcome this, we
propose the use of a pooling operation before the convolutional
operations of each layer. The structure of our proposed subgraph
convolution layer is presented in Figure 3.
The intuition behind a good down-sampling/pooling operation
is to remove the samples with less significant features. Thus, we
consider to remove the subgraphs that have lower total degrees
compared to other samples for graph structured data. Algorithm 3
describes our proposed graph down-sampling/pooling algorithm.
Algorithm 3: Graph Pooling Algorithm.
Input: An input graph: G
Input: The list of the candidate nodes combinations: Comb
Input: Sample size: s
Input: Dropout Rate: d
Output: The list of down-sampled candidate nodes: Comb′
1 Randomly sample Comb′ from Comb using d
2 Generate adjacency matrix A¯ from G for only Comb′
3 foreach c ∈ Comb′ do
4 dc = 0
5 foreach n ∈ c do
6 Calculate Degree of n as dn
7 dc = dc + dn
8 foreach c ′ ∈ Comb′ do
9 if c ′ is connected with c in A¯ then
10 dc = dc + 1
11 Keep the s number of nodes with the highest degrees and store in Comb′′
12 return Comb′′ ;
Algorithm 3 takes a graph G, a list of candidate combinations
Comb, the pooling sample size s , and the dropout rate d as input,
and returns the pooled samples of combination listComb′′ . In Line 1,
it randomly samples Comb′ by using the dropout rate d . This is
necessary because it is computationally infeasible to calculate the
adjacency matrix in the next step for all the possible candidates
in Comb. In Line 2, we generate the adjacency matrix A¯ for the
new candidate combination of nodes. This adjacency matrix car-
ries the graph structural data, and passes it through the deeper
layers. This step is important, as the different layers will be able to
abstract the graph data in a hierarchical manner. Lines 3-10 com-
pute the total degrees of each candidate nodes combination Comb′ ,
which are combinations of the nodes in G that are generated by
the convolution kernel and these combinations will serve as the
new nodes of the output feature graph after the graph convolu-
tion kernel. Specifically, lines 3-7 compute the total degrees inside
the combination, and lines 8-10 compute the degrees in between
different combinations. Finally, we keep the s number of nodes
combinations which have the highest degree, and remove the rest.
We significantly reduce the size of the graph convolution kernel by
dropping the combinations in the calculated degrees using the max
pooling. Nevertheless, we ensure that the convolution is performed
on the graph structures with higher connectivity.
3.3.3 2D Convolutions on Attribute Matrix. For all the possible
s samples out of A¯rk , we apply a simple convolution operation to
extract feature vectors from this leftover subgraph as follows:
xk = ϕ(W¯ k ⊛ A¯rk + b) (4)
Where ϕ(.) is a non-linear activation function. We will have s ex-
tracted feature vectors as: xk1 , x
k
2 , ..., x
k
s . We consider the extracted
feature vectors xk1 , x
k
2 , ..., x
k
s as a new feature graph G′ with s
number of vertices, and xki as the feature vector for node i . An
example of this process is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Convolution kernel example: given the input
graph with 4 vertices, a 3-by-3 convolution kernel is applied.
As a result, 4 convolution candidates are generated and the
convolution results a new graph with 4 vertices.
3.3.4 New Adjacency Matrix Calculation. G′ can be used as
input to another Subgraph Convolution Layer in the proposed
SGCNN architecture to form a deep SGCNNmodel. However, notice
that for G′, it is necessary to recalculate the adjacency matrix as
well as the attribute matrix. Hence, the new adjacency matrix for
each of the G′ is calculated using the previous adjacency matrix and
the corresponding graph convolution kernels. For the new graph,
we check the edges between inter and intra nodes of the graph
convolution kernels. This new adjacency matrix is then used to
perform down sampling and calculate the new attribute matrix.
3.4 Classification for Functional Lifting
Given a large graph and labeled subgraphs, the SGCNN can be used
to classify subgraphs. This classification is done by using a softmax
function and cross-entropy of the logits. In addition, the feature
vectors (subgraph embeddings) generated by the final SGCNN can
also be used by clustering algorithms to identify nearest neighbors
subgraphs that have an equivalent function in the graph based on
their node attributes and structure. In engineering, there are several
use-cases for subgraph embeddings including the identification of
functionally equivalent structures that engineers are unaware of,
and to identify structures that mislabeled.
3.5 SGCNN Hyperparameters
Hyperparameters are the values which are not derived during train-
ing of the model but selected prior to training. Hyperparameter
selection of deep convolution neural networks for Euclidean data
has been extensively studied in [3, 11]. In addition to the hyperpa-
rameters used in deep convolution neural networks such as activa-
tion function, hidden layers, number of iteration, learning rate, and
batch size, the SGCNN has additional hyperparameters that require
optimization as well. These hyperparameters are:
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3.5.1 Path length in node aggregation layer: Neighbor node ag-
gregation layer utilizes paths of various lengths to append the
subgraph’s neighborhood information into the subgraph. Depend-
ing on the graph data, the length of the paths can embed different
data into the subgraph. Hence, it is necessary to optimize the path
length to embed in the subgraph aggregation layer.
3.5.2 Graph convolution kernel size: The size of the convolu-
tional kernel not only determines the complexity of the algorithm,
but it also determines how the graph features are abstracted. In
deep convolutional neural networks, smaller kernel sizes are used
to learn local features. Due to the non-eculidean nature of the graph,
this paper experiments with various kernel sizes.
3.5.3 Dropout of candidate kernels: In the proposed dropout
algorithm, we combine random and adjacency based dropout to
tackle the complexity of the learning algorithm. While taking large
number of candidate kernels maybe helpful, nodes that are grouped
together normally do not have significant connectivity. Hence, the
number of candidate kernels is a critical hyperparameter for graph
convolutional networks and this paper experiments with different
dropout strategies.
4 GRABCAD DATASET
The vast majority of engineering data is proprietary and therefore
not accessible. To evaluate our SGCNN, we generated a dataset from
GrabCAD 1. GrabCAD is the largest online community of designers,
engineers, and manufacturers where they share 3D CAD models.
The GrabCAD community consists of over 4millionmembers with a
library of over 2 million engineering models. We extracted the meta-
information from six categories of data consisting of Car, Engine,
Robotic arm, Airplane, Gear and Wheel CAD models. From these
models we used a schema consisting of the model’s name, author,
description, parts names, tags, likes, timestamps, and comments and
induced subgraphs to generate 2,271 samples for Car, 1,597 samples
for Engine, 2,013 samples for Robotic arm, 2,114 samples forAirplane,
1,732 samples for Gear, and 2,404 samples for Wheel. Each of these
subgraph consisted of 17 nodes based on the schema with varying
number of edges. The subgraphs contained both social network
data (e.g. user-to-user relationships through comments and likes)
and engineering data (e.g., model-to-tags relationships and model-
to-model relationships through common likes and descriptions).
5 RESULTS
We divided a total of 14,131 samples from different CADmodels into
11,304 training samples and 2,827 testing samples. During training
we explored various hyperparameters, such as learning rate, batch
size, kernel size, activation function, dropout, etc. The classification
accuracy of the six data categories for the SGCNN hyperparameters
is show in Table 1. The path length for the node aggregation layer
for all the results was set to one. This table shows that the best
accuracy is achieved with three layers (node aggregation, SGCNN
input layer, and SGCNN output layer) set to a higher learning rate,
batch size of 64, large dimension of the hidden layer features, and
large output layer kernel size. The final SGCNN layer acts as a
dense layer similar to the deep convolutional neural networks.
1https://grabcad.com/
Table 1: Accuracy for various hyperparameters.
Three Layers (Aggregate, SGCNN Input, SGCNN Output), Random Dropout
5.1 Activation functions
The activation functions increase the SGCNN’s capacity to learn
more complex structures by making it non-linear. We investigated
the effects of different activation function (such as sigmoid, softplus,
tanh, rectifier linear unit, and leaky rectifier linear unit) in the testing
accuracy (see Fig. 7) and in training loss (see Fig. 6).
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Figure 6: Training loss for different activation functions (lay-
ers=2, aggregate and graph embedding layers)
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Figure 7: Accuracy loss for different activation functions
(layers=2, aggregate and graph embedding layers)
These results show that the training loss and the subgraph clas-
sification accuracy during testing are higher when leaky rectifier
linear (f (x) = αx for x<0 and f (x) = x for x>=0) unit is used as an
activation function. However, it also introduces some inconsistent
loss and accuracy values. The current value of α is 0.2; note that
further analysis is required to learn optimized value of α .
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5.2 Kernel Size
The kernel size determines the number nodes considered in the
graph convolution. Figure 8 shows the effects of using various
kernel sizes in a shallow, three layer SGCNN consisting of node-
aggregation layer, SGCNN input layer and an SGCNN output layer.
These results show that the kernel size (2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14) has a
significant effect in the performance of the model. A large kernel
size achieves higher classification accuracy and lower training loss.
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Figure 8: Training loss and accuracy for different size of ker-
nels (with randomdropout, last layer kernel size=5, layers=3,
hidden layer activation= relu, final layer activation=leaky
relu).
5.3 Dropout
Dropout is essential for the scalability of the SGCNN into deeper
layers with different kernel and subgraph sizes. In the proposed
methodology, we lower the timing complexity by using the graph
pooling algorithm (Section 3.3.2) that also performs randomdropouts
before calculating the new adjacencymatrix. Fig. 9 shows the results
for different random dropouts.
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Figure 9: Training loss and accuracy for various random
dropouts to match the last layer’s kernel size (hidden layer
kernel size=14, layers=3, hidden layer activation=relu, final
layer activation=leaky relu)
The dropout is based on the kernel size of the SGCNN output
layer. The selected subgraph node size is 17, and the kernel size
of SGCNN input layer is 14, which means the possible candidate
for the number of kernel is
(17
14
)
= 680. We demonstrate the result
of performing random dropout on three layers of SGCNN. We
have dropped the total graph convolutional kernel to 5, 10, 15, and
20 by setting the kernel size of the SGCNN output layer to the
respective values. Fig. 9 shows that the training loss decreases and
the testing classification accuracy increases with lower dropout
values. Although the dropout rate is quite high, the kernel size
of 14 in the SGCNN input layer already encompasses most of the
nodes in subgraph, allowing the model to learn the classes of the
subgraphs.
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Figure 10: Comparison between random dropout and adja-
cency based dropout (hidden layer kernel size=14, layers=3,
hidden layer activation=relu, final layer activation=leaky
relu).
Fig. 10 shows a comparison of random dropout versus the pro-
posed down sampling algorithm. The down sampling algorithm
initially performs random dropout of the candidate graph convo-
lutional kernels to 50. Then, the new adjacency is calculated and
the candidate kernels are dropped further to 25 and 35. It may be
noticed that although random dropout is able to achieve higher
accuracy during initial epochs, the proposed down-sampling algo-
rithm achieves accuracy of more than 90%. Furthermore increasing
the initial random dropout may improve the accuracy but at the
cost of increasing the timing complexity for calculation of bigger
adjacency matrix of the new graph.
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Figure 11: Performance comparison between various layer
sizes (hidden layer kernel size=2, activation =leaky relu,
lastk=30, Dropout=Random)
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5.4 Layers
In Figure 11, we explore deeper SGCNN layers with additional
hidden layers. With three layers, the model consists of only node
aggregation layer, SGCNN input layer, and a SGCNN output layer.
For additional hidden, deeper layers, the kernel size of 2 is selected.
In each of the consecutive layers, the model learns the structural
features in an hierarchical manner by merging information from
smaller node sizes. Fig. 11 shows that compared to shallow three
layers, deeper layers achieve higher accuracy. The highest classifi-
cation accuracy is ≈91% with four layers.
6 DISCUSSION
The SGCNN’s capability to learn subgraph structure embedded
with attributes was demonstrated in Section 5. It achieves very
positive results on functional lifting using the GrabCAD dataset.
However, there are some aspects that were not covered in the paper
and we briefly discuss in this section.
6.1 Possible variations of SGCNN
The presented SGCNN architecture consists of the node aggregation
layer followed by the SGCNN input layer. A possible variation is
to have a node aggregation layer after the SGCNN layers. This
variation would possibly converge faster. Currently, the schema is
provided by the user and thus requires domain expertise. A possible
variation is to add the schema generation in the SGCNN learning
pipeline using unsupervised learningmethods. This variationwould
provide a more general approach for functional lifting.
6.2 Hyperparameter Optimization
To validate our initial hypothesis in structural subgraph learning,
we presented several results for hyperparameter variations. How-
ever, exhaustive exploration of the hyperparameter is subject to the
continuation of this work. The most important hyperparameters
are path length in the node aggregation layer, dropout based on
adjacency based on different layer sizes and initial random dropout,
and deep SGCNN layers with different convolution kernel sizes
space. Furthermore, in our future work, we will validate the SGCNN
hyperparameters on different graph data sets.
6.3 Comparison with related work
Although SGCNNwas created to address the functional lifting prob-
lem in engineering, we believe this is broadly applicable to other
domains. In our future work, we will compare the performance of
SGCNN against the latest work on graph convolutional networks
targeting subgraph-level embeddings [1, 18].
7 CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a novel graph learning method for engineering
data. The SGCNN architecture was developed to perform graph
invariant learning tasks at a graph and subgraph levels. Using a
realistic engineering-related dataset consisting of 14,131 graph sam-
ples, the SGCNN is capable of performing subgraph classification
of functionality with an accuracy of 91%. The key insights are: (a)
for shallow SGCNN networks, large kernel sizes are necessary for
high-accuracy; (b) for deep SGCNN networks, small kernel sizes
are capable of learning functional abstractions in a hierarchical
manner; and (c) even with more than 50% dropout, SGCNN is able
to learn the structure of the subgraphs.
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